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Large datasets are emerging in many fields of image processing including: electron microscopy, light 
microscopy, medical X-ray imaging, astronomy, etc. Novel computer-controlled instrumentation 
facilitates the collection of very large datasets containing thousands of individual digital images. In 
single-particle cryogenic electron microscopy (“cryo-EM”), for example, large datasets are required 
for achieving quasi-atomic resolution structures of biological complexes. Based on the collected 
data alone, large datasets allow us to precisely determine the statistical properties of the imaging 
sensor on a pixel-by-pixel basis, independent of any “a priori” normalization routinely applied to 
the raw image data during collection (“flat field correction”). Our straightforward “a posteriori” 
correction yields clean linear images as can be verified by Fourier Ring Correlation (FRC), illustrating 
the statistical independence of the corrected images over all spatial frequencies. The image sensor 
characteristics can also be measured continuously and used for correcting upcoming images.
In recent years, digital image data acquisition with image transducers like CCD/CMOS chips1 has 
become the standard, superseding the earlier analogue imaging technologies. Digital image transducers 
contain millions of pixels, each having (slightly) different characteristics in response to identical input 
signals. Indeed, “dead” pixels (or rows, columns, spots of pixels) may not give any response at all. In 
contrast, “hot” pixels may always produce a strong output independent of the input signal. The image 
presented to the user is typically a corrected image in which such pixels have been replaced by averages 
of neighbouring pixels, rows, or columns. The sensitivity differences between pixels will also be affected 
by flat-field correction2. We will call all such pre-processing the “a priori” correction associated with the 
image transducer/sensor.
The precision required for the correction of a set of images depends on their intended use. For exam-
ple, in standard digital photography each image is appreciated individually, and the image sensor flaws 
after the a priori correction are normally not discernible. This means that the image errors are small 
compared to the 6-12 bits dynamic range of the red, green, and blue channel image information. The 
situation changes when the image has only very small contrast variations (such as an image of a homo-
geneous white wall) especially when dirt has accumulated on the sensor surface, effectively changing its 
properties compared to when the a priori correction parameters were determined. In such cases, flaws 
in an individual image can be directly visible.
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When thousands or tens-of-thousands of images are to be studied extensively by advanced averaging 
algorithms, a simple a priori correction can prove insufficient. In the total average of a 10,000-images 
dataset, for example, the contrast of a fixed-pattern background image increases 10,000-fold since this 
small but fixed pattern adds up coherently. At the same time, the contrast due to actual image informa-
tion – uncorrelated from frame to frame – increases by only a factor 100 (= 10000 ). The ratio of the 
residual fixed-pattern variance, over the variance of the summed image information, thus increases 
10,000 fold in the averaging process. A typical example is shown in Fig.  1a-c where ~10,000 cryo-EM 
images are averaged. The correct representation of the data in quantitative scientific image acquisition 
can thus be critical, depending on intended use.
The development of advanced digital cameras has been instrumental in pushing the resolution attain-
able by single-particle cryo-EM towards near-atomic levels3–8. This approach requires the use of large 
datasets to bring the noisy, low-contrast image information in the micrographs to statistical significance 
through extensive averaging procedures. In cryo-EM, the calibration of the a priori correction must be 
repeated regularly and performed under approximately the same conditions used in the subsequent data 
collection, since the pixel properties may change with the average exposure level5. Movie-mode data col-
lection procedures require alignments based on correlation functions of images collected with the same 
sensor5,9. Insufficiently corrected images can lead to alignments with respect to the spurious zero-image 
of the chip rather than to the information content of the individual image frames.
When a large digital image dataset is available, collected with the same image transducer, then that 
dataset itself can be used for the statistical characterization of every pixel in the sensor. Images from 
different parts of the sample are in principle uncorrelated; thus, when summing all images from such a 
large dataset, the image information averages out. What prevails is the systematic different response of 
the individual pixels to the same average exposure. Different pixels also exhibit a different sensitivity or 
“gain”: very sensitive pixels will exhibit a larger standard deviation from the average exposure than do 
less sensitive pixels. For characterizing each pixel in the transducer, we study the statistics of associated 
pixel vector: the collection of all density measurements from that pixel throughput the dataset10. We 
characterize each pixel in terms of the average density and standard deviation of its pixel vector and 
exploit that information to normalize its output.
Results
A Posteriori Image Dataset Correction. We assume that a reasonable a priori correction has taken 
place which includes the masking out of dead (or ‘hot’) pixels, column, rows etc. in the physical transduc-
ers thus avoiding “division-by-zero” problems. Our a posteriori correction can then have the simple form:
σ
( ) =
( ) − ( )
( ) ( )
I r
I r I r
r 1c
m
where the corrected image intensity ( )I rc  is derived from the measured raw image ( )I rm  by subtracting 
( )I r , the average image over the full large dataset, normalized by the standard deviation image of that 
dataset σ ( )r  (dimensionless units are used throughout). The thus corrected images are normalized to 
zero mean and unit standard deviation per pixel vector throughout the dataset. The assumption behind 
this approach is that the input images used for the calculation of the average image ( )I r  are uniform 
and indiscriminate in terms of the position of objects in the image.
Examples. After the a posteriori data normalization, all pixel vectors will show the same statistical 
behaviour in that each pixel vector will have the same average density and the same standard deviation. 
As mentioned, camera manufacturers will typically replace dead (and hot) pixels by an average of sur-
rounding pixels in their a priori correction. Thus, such flaws are normally not obvious in the average 
image ( )I r . However, since the density provided for those poorly performing pixels is some average of 
their surroundings, the variance (or standard deviation) of the values found for that specific pixel vector 
will typically be lower than that of its fully functional peers. One can thus see these manipulated pixels/
row/patches to behave differently in the σ ( )r  image derived from the full dataset.
In the cryo-EM example detailed in Figure  1, bad image areas can be discerned directly in the 
raw images (Fig.  1a,b) but especially in the average image (Fig.  1c) and the standard deviation image 
(σ -image, Fig.  1d). Whereas a set of vertical lines and some horizontal lines (marked by two arrows) 
are not very prominent in the overall average image (Fig. 1c) their “hiding” by averaging over an envi-
ronment is clearly visible in the σ -image of the same sensor area (Fig.  1d). The a posteriori corrected 
images contain significantly less artefacts (Fig. 1e,f), however, the truly “dead” or “hot” pixel areas (like 
the columns and rows marked in Fig. 1e) cannot be fully corrected since they only repeat the information 
from neighbouring pixels and contain no new information. Spurious frequency-dependent correlations 
between different images are discussed below (Fig. 2).
As another example of the sensor correction, we use 1064 raw images of the Mars surface, collected by 
the Curiosity rover. These images of 1344 × 1200 pixels each (Fig. 3a) are from the Mastcam-right cam-
era of the rover and are/were available from: http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/raw/ [2 October 
2014]). Their average (detail) is shown in Fig. 3c, and their σ -image image (detail) in Fig. 3d. The main 
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Figure 1. One full raw 4096 × 4096 ribosome image (a), and one specific zoomed-in 512 × 512 patch 
(lower-left corner) extracted from that image (b). This patch was the worst patch we could find in this 
experimental 4096 × 4096 back-thinned CMOS direct electron detection camera. The chip errors are such 
that they can be visually pinpointed in the image in spite of the a priori correction of the data. The average 
of all corresponding patch images from the full dataset – a total of 10821 images - is shown in frame (c). 
Spurious vertical and horizontal lines and other serious “fixed pattern” defects become clearly visible, while 
the ribosome images disappear altogether due to the averaging. The corresponding patch in the σ -image (d) 
reveals a strong bundle of about 16 vertical lines (marked by the left arrow) that were well suppressed by the 
standard a priori correction. While this suppression apparently included the averaging of pixel information 
in the immediate vicinity of these “dead” pixels and lines, the sensitivity of these chip areas collapses as is 
revealed by the dark areas in the σ -image. Moreover, the σ -image also reveals a thin horizontal line at the 
bottom of the patch (lower arrow) that had been corrected out in the average image (c), but again without 
compensating for the gain anomalies generated by the defect. The a posteriori corrected images are shown 
in panels (e) and (f) derived from the images shown in panels (a) and (b), respectively. Interestingly the a 
posteriori correction managed to improve on the dataset even by visual criteria although the more relevant 
metric is the FRC (see Fig. 2). The amplitude spectra of the average and standard-deviation images are 
shown in the Supplementary Fig. S1.
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purpose of the exercise was to correct for the different black-&-white sensitivities of the red-green-blue 
pixels of the “Bayer pattern” of the sensor in the raw images (before correction: Fig. 3a, b; after correc-
tion: Fig. 3e, f). Further anomalies of the sensor emerged (see legend of Fig. 3). Further examples of the 
procedure applied to data from different fields of science are given in the Supplementary Figures S1–S8.
Validation by Fourier Ring Correlation. To assess the quality of the a posteriori correction, we use 
the Fourier Ring Correlation (FRC) in which the normalized correlation coefficient is calculated between 
two different images over corresponding concentric rings in Fourier space11–15. This “gold standard” 
for assessing the reproducible resolution in two or three dimensions has recently also become popular 
Figure 2. (a) Two different images collected on the same sensor (dataset of Fig. 1) can show a strong 
correlation of the fine image details (high frequency Fourier space components) due to a common 
background pattern in the image transducer. The FRC curve shows that the high-frequency information 
fully exceeds (by more than 3σ ) the level of expected random-noise correlations. (b) This effect can be 
exaggerated if we first average a number of raw input images to yield two image averages (12 different 
images per average are used here) and only then to perform the FRC calculations between these two average 
images. The extra peaks at 0.5 and 0.75 of the Nyquist frequency in the FRC curve, are associated with fixed 
sensor readout patterns of the on-chip electronics. (c) The FRC of the same averaged image-sets illustrates 
that after the a posteriori correction the systematic background pattern is virtually removed from the data. 
Note that, in this 12-fold exaggerated critical test, the correction of the residual sensor pattern is close-to 
perfect.
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outside the field of electron-microscopy16–19. Here, however, we use the full FRC curve to assess the inde-
pendence of two images as function of spatial frequency (Fig. 2,4) rather than their cross resolution. The 
3σ threshold curve indicates the maximum correlation levels expected between two independent random 
Figure 3. In (a) a single 1344 × 1200 pixel image, from the “Mastcam right” camera (MSSS-MALIN) of 
the NASA Mars rover Curiosity, is shown together with a 300 × 336 pixel detail (b). We used 1064 raw 
images of 1344 × 1200 pixels from this camera (http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/raw/) to find the 
average image (see 300 × 336 detail (c); the central part of that is shown as an extra inset) and the σ -image 
image (300 × 336 detail: (d)). Apart from the strong visibility of the Bayer pattern in the average image of 
this camera, a block of 3 × 5 pixels with a very poor response is marked by a white arrow in the various 
“detail” images. A smaller anomaly visible in both the average - and the standard deviation image is marked 
by another white arrow. The a posteriori corrected image is shown in panel (e) and in detail in (f). The 
Bayer pattern is now largely invisible as are the other marked anomalies. The improvement of Fourier Ring 
Correlation between different images of this dataset by the a posteriori correction is discussed in Fig. 4.
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images. What is thus expected with a successful correction is an FRC curve that oscillates around zero 
and essentially never touches the positive (or negative) 3-sigma threshold curves15. The behaviour of the 
FRC close to the origin is not very relevant since that reflects just a few pixels in Fourier space and may 
suffer from fluctuations between the extreme values “− 1” and “+ 1”.
When different object areas are imaged on the same part of the sensor, the FRC can show spurious 
correlations due to an insufficient a priori flat-field correction. In Fig. 2, examples are given for the FRC 
curve between two such cryo-EM images of ribosomes before and after the a posteriori correction. The 
FRC curve for this comparison exceeds the random-fluctuations threshold of 3σ expected for uncor-
related images. To better visualize this effect we also averaged two groups of twelve images of different 
object areas collected on the same area of the chip, to emphasize the influence of the fixed background 
pattern (Fig. 2b). The FRC peaks at 0.5 and 0.75 times the Nyquist frequency are due to systematic errors 
in the readout electronics of the camera. The “a posteriori” normalization corrects for the artificial cor-
relations at high frequency as well as for the peaks at 0.5 and 0.75 times the Nyquist frequency (Fig. 2c). 
Note that, by averaging twelve frames, we emphasize the influence of a failing a priori correction; the 
a posteriori correction is nevertheless capable of suppressing the undesired background-pattern corre-
lations in this critical test. Figure  4 illustrates the spurious correlations existing between two arbitrary 
images chosen from the Mars dataset before and after the a posteriori correction.
Discussion
In the processing of digital images, a priori flat-field corrections are routinely applied to every collected 
raw image. Apart from measures to smoothen errors like dead and hot pixels, the typical procedures 
applied to normalize the behaviour of all pixels in a camera include the subtraction of a dark-image, 
and a pixel-by-pixel gain correction2,9. More elaborate corrections may include refinements to compen-
sate for non-linearity of the pixel sensitivity5. As we have seen in most cases tested (see also the various 
Figure 4. Fourier Ring Correlation (FRC) of two Mars rover images. Two typical images (a and b) taken 
from the Mastcam-right camera dataset (Fig. 3) are compared to each other by cross-correlation as function 
of spatial frequency (the central 1200 × 1200 pixels part of the images were used). The FRC of the raw 
uncorrected images (c) shows significant correlations (above 3σ of the theoretically expected value for 
random noise correlations) at around the 0.5 Nyquist frequency range, associated with the repeat of the 
2 × 2 pixel Bayer pattern of the sensor. After a posteriori correction, the FRC oscillates around the zero value 
up to the Nyquist frequency (d).
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sensors discussed in the Supplementary Information), however, the routine a priori dataset corrections 
are insufficient for many advanced data processing needs. Indeed, especially the σ -images derived from 
a priori corrected image datasets clearly reveal significant gain differences over the surface of the chip. 
Moreover, strong spurious Fourier-space correlations are revealed by FRC.
The proposed a posteriori correction aims at optimizing a full image dataset collected under similar 
conditions, based on the idea that all pixels should behave equally in a statistical sense. Small departures 
from an average signal on an individual pixel will always give a linear response on output. The a posteriori 
corrections will generally give clean linear results, irrespective of, for example, the average exposure level 
of the raw images. With a reasonable a priori correction in place, the linearity of the output data, after a 
posteriori correction, can extend over the full dynamic range of the image transducer.
An important development in single-particle cryo-EM is the introduction of movie-mode data col-
lection. Here, rather than taking a single individual image of each area of the sample, a full sequence of 
individual “movie” frames is collected. The movie frames are then aligned relative to each other and then 
summed into a single overall average image4,5,9,20. Although the rationale is 30 years old9, three decades 
of instrumental and methodological developments have now brought the cryo-EM approach into the 
realm of atomic resolution8. Movie-mode data collection on direct electron detectors has contributed 
significantly to this development4,5. Critical is the aligning of the individual low-dose frames constituting 
a “movie”4,5,9,21 in producing the best possible image of the sample. Avoiding alignments of the movie 
frames to a fixed background patterns rather than to the actual image information is critical. Our a 
posteriori correction provides a new perspective for minimizing this problem.
The boundary between the a priori and a posteriori background correction is not always clearly 
defined. The individual pixel sensitivities can change over time or as a function of the ambient tem-
perature22. One may thus want to apply the a posteriori parameters extracted from a similar recent data 
collection as an a priori correction to a new dataset while it is being collected. A pragmatic approach for 
the flat field correction of a new dataset could thus be to use the average and sigma images of the last few 
thousand images collected of similar samples with any given camera. A further a posteriori correction 
may then also serve as a diagnostic tool to highlight new flaws arising in the image transducer or in the 
a priori data normalization.
In one example the average and sigma images from two different datasets, collected on the same 
camera but almost a year apart, revealed that: some old dust particles remained in the same position 
on the chip; new “dust” particles were deposited; and some old dust particles had moved to a different 
location (Supplementary Fig. S7). Also in conventional photography, dust collection on the sensor of 
cameras with interchangeable lenses is a recurring problem. Software dust removal is often implemented 
in professional cameras or in post-processing software. In these cases an input image is typically required 
of a homogeneous featureless area like a white wall for the dust removal. Whereas such a correction will 
visibly reduce the influence of new dirt on the sensor, it cannot correct for the sensitivity loss suffered 
by pixels (partly) covered by the dirt on the sensor as does our proposed a posteriori correction. Finally, 
the normalization images derived from large datasets, i.e. the average and sigma images, characterize the 
state of health of the sensor at the time of data collection. This emphasizes the importance of long-term 
storage of raw datasets for quality control and validation purposes.
For many tasks in scientific image processing, the routine a priori correction of the image transducer 
properties is insufficient. This can be due to flaws of the image transducer or flaws of the flat-field 
correction applied, but can also be a consequence of the limited number of grey values available in 
the corrected image and/or of the limited time allocated for measuring the transducer characteristics. 
We have shown that we can determine the characteristics of the digital imaging sensor directly from 
large datasets, allowing us to perform a posteriori data corrections that are matched to the experimental 
conditions. The statistical independence of corrected images can readily be verified by Fourier Ring 
Correlation. The reduction of the fixed-pattern noise in the datasets leads to an overall improvement of 
the signal-to-noise ratio implying that more can be achieved with less data. The approach is simple to 
integrate in data-collection routines and leads to consistent datasets with a significantly reduced level of 
artefacts.
Methods
The a posteriori determination of sensor characteristics and subsequent normalization of the data are 
based on the availability of a large dataset collected with the same camera under the same circumstances. 
For simplicity, we assume that basic errors in the image transducer such as missing pixels or row/col-
umns (“dead” and “hot” pixels) have been corrected by a reasonable a priori correction procedure that a 
user does not normally have access to. This correction procedure will ensure that none of the pixels of the 
sensor will always produce the same numerical output value, thus avoiding division-by-zero problems in 
our a posteriori correction (equation (1)).
A further assumption is that the large dataset is homogeneous in a statistical sense (unimodal distri-
butions of intensities and their standard deviations) and is not an agglomeration of diverse types of data 
collection on the same sensor. For example, an automatically collected cryo-EM dataset will typically also 
contain a number of entirely blank images or other deviant images which disturb the overall statistics. 
Such images are easily discarded after studying histograms of the average densities and/or the standard 
deviations of the individual images.
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We also assume a homogeneous distribution of objects over the area of the images such that the 
chance of having a certain contrast at a certain position is isotropically distributed. The images should, 
for example, preferably not all have the same basic motif - such as a horizon running through the mid-
dle of the image with a bright sky above and a dark earth below the horizon. This issue was relevant in 
the processing of the differential interference contrast microscopy images (see Supplementary Fig. S5). 
Another implicit assumption is that the illumination is uniform over the field of view of the imaging 
sensor. When that is not the case, say a microscope with a misaligned illumination, then the resulting 
density ramp will be interpreted as a sensitivity ramp of the sensor and the images corrected accordingly 
(see Supplementary Fig. S5).
The a posteriori correction for the more general case than as formulated above (equation (1)), now 
including a target standard deviation σ0 and a target average dataset density I0, has the following form:
σ
σ( ) =
( ) − ( )
( )
+
( )
I r
I r I r
r
I
2c
m
0 0
where the corrected image intensity ( )I rc  is derived from the measured ( )I rm  raw image, by subtracting 
( )I r , the average image over the full large dataset, normalized by the standard deviation image of that 
dataset σ ( )r . Here the original contrast of the data is restored by multiplying the results by average 
standard deviation of all pixel vectors σ0, and adding the original average density I0 to all output images. 
Equation (2) can, but need not, be interpreted as dimensionless.
As discussed above, the FRC is used to identify spurious correlations between two images in the 
dataset. However, when those two images have also been used to calculate the average ( )I r  and sigma 
σ ( )r  images that were used for the correction (as part of the full dataset), that procedure can introduce 
unintended correlations in the FRC curve. For smaller datasets in particular, to avoid such artificial 
correlations, it is thus best to correct the images to be used for FRC tests with an average and a sigma 
image to which they have not contributed.
A dedicated program (‘camera_norm’) for a posteriori correction was developed in the context of the 
IMAGIC 4D software system23,24. Complementing the examples given in the main paper, further exam-
ples from different fields are presented in the Supplementary Information.
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